PRODUCTS
Natural Olive Oil
Olive tree has been one of the most widespread trees in Mediterranean and main source of income for many families.
Olives are handpicked as well as Laurel berries and processed in automatic machines.
Green olives are squeezed and dregs separated from oil. Quality of the oil is mostly coming from the type of the olive.
Unique qualities of olive have been growing since centuries in our region.
%67 ingredients of our soap are made with this unique olive oil to moisturize your sensitive skin.

Terra Rosa Daphne Bar Soap
Daphne Bar Soaps are made by unique laurel berries found in the Mediterranean city of Turkey: Antochia. Some of the
benefits of this special soap are as follows:
-

Moisturizing,
Purifying,
Antiseptic,
Skin-balancing,
Opening the pores for an excellent shave for sensitive skins,
Suitable for Hair and Body

Ingredients: Naturel Olive Oil, Pure Laurel Berry Oil, Sodium Hydroxide (Soda), Distilled Aqua (Water)
No animal fat (tallow), hardening chemicals, artificial coloring, synthetic perfumes.

Our company is cruelty-free.
Produced in Turkey
Sizes
140 gr +/- 10%

Boutique Production Photos

Laurel Berry Oil
Laurel berries are handpicked once a year in October by villagers from rural areas in Hatay (Antochia) region. Laurel
trees naturally grow in the areas where modern plantation is not established.
Handpicked Laurel berries are boiled with water in big kettles to help peel extracted from the seed. The oil is
accumalated on top of the kettle after 20 hours continuous boiling.
This dark green supernatural oil is collected by hand from top of kettle and stored in oilcan.
Centuries of experience is still being transferred to new generations. Currently, this old tradition of producing oil is an
existing way of extracting Laurel berry oil.
The Traditional Laurel Berry Oil used in our precious soap is 100% pure and does not contain any artificial additive.
We make our soaps with best percentage of Laurel seed oil (%33) and virgin olive oil (%67)

DAPHNE LEGEND
Apollo, son of Zeus, sees a beautiful young girl on the edge of the river. Name of this unique beauty was Daphne. The
lord of light wants to talk to her, however Daphne, understands what’s in the Lord of Light. Starts to escape. She
escapes, Apollo chases, on the one hand graceless “escape I love you,” he shouts. The lord of light, wants to grap this
beautiful fairy. Distance shortens gradually between Apollo and Daphne, Apollo‘s furious breath of her hair to hear. She
understands that there is no longer escape, she suddenly stops and begs: “Oh mother earth, hide me, protect me.”
Peels cover her chest, hair turning into leaves, arms into branches, is evolved into a Daphne tree. Daphne tree is
illustrated by the occurrence of miracle and melancholy. Apollo surrounded deeply sad: – “daphne, then you will be
Apollo‘s holly tree, heroes, will decorate their foreheads with your green and never falls leaves. “ Upon kind and
conciliatory word of Apollon, Daphne curves branches and greets Lord of Light. Here are today’s Harbiye occurrence of
this story.

Our story:
We believe in natural ways of treating yourself and environment.
Mosaics of the Mediterranean soil are delivered to your home as pure and natural as
harvested from the land.
Our all natural products have been well received that we reached a decision to share our
healthy creations with every naturel product lower around the world.
Each batch is grandmotherly hand crafted to ensure the precious quality.
Please enjoy from our family to yours.

